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Mercury Stationary Retrograde  13 Feb 2007 in 03rd House
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30 Jan 2007 02:11 am 25Ò›25'  £ Enters Rx Zone
13 Feb 2007 08:34 pm 10Òœ14'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 03rd House
The next three weeks may well mark a lot of ebbs and swirls in the social fabric you move 
in, with associates backing and filling and sometimes seeming less than reliable. No blame 
here, just a general reshuffling until everyone feels comfortable with their positions, 
including yourself. Try to work on removing obstacles to the flow and diplomatically shift 
your schedule according to who better fits your evolving agenda. Toward the end, you may 
have to call into question some aspects of your financial underpinnings in order to 
effectively make contact and cause others' goals to come into step with your own.

07 Mar 2007 08:38 pm 25Ò›25'  £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 03rd House
Several weeks of greater confusion than you'd have liked are on their way out and you can 
get back to what you were doing with a bit more confidence and sense of purpose. Getting 
roadblocks out of the way allows you to chart a surer course and feel better about what 
you are doing and what kind of commitments you can make and live up to. Red herrings 
and detours can be put behind you as you get back onto a map everybody can buy into. 
The cost of delays and uncertainties is made up for by knowing that they no longer impede 
and that you can now throttle up and get on some real speed.

27 Mar 2007 08:57 pm 10Òœ14'  £Leaves Rx Zone

Pluto Stationary Retrograde  31 Mar 2007 in 01st House
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12 Dec 2006 01:32 am 26Ò™18'  À Enters Rx Zone
31 Mar 2007 12:07 pm 28Ò™58'Ñ À Stationary Retrograde
07 Sep 2007 02:54 am 26Ò™18'  À Stationary Direct
26 Dec 2007 11:48 pm 28Ò™58'  ÀLeaves Rx Zone
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Jupiter Stationary Retrograde  05 Apr 2007 in 01st House
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09 Jan 2007 07:02 am 09Ò™56'  ¦ Enters Rx Zone
19 Jan 2007 04:02 pm 11Ò™54'  ¦ Â 
05 Apr 2007 04:32 pm 19Ò™47'Ñ ¦ Stationary Retrograde
30 Jun 2007 11:40 pm 11Ò™54'Ñ ¦ Â 
06 Aug 2007 05:07 pm 09Ò™56'  ¦ Stationary Direct
12 Sep 2007 05:37 am 11Ò™54'  ¦ Â 
01 Nov 2007 12:51 pm 19Ò™47'  ¦Leaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde  05 Dec 2006 in 09th House
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02 Sep 2006 07:51 am 18Ò•09'  § Enters Rx Zone
05 Dec 2006 06:19 pm 25Ò•04'Ñ § Stationary Retrograde
19 Apr 2007 12:42 pm 18Ò•09'  § Stationary Direct
25 Jul 2007 00:05 am 25Ò•04'  §Leaves Rx Zone

Neptune Stationary Retrograde  24 May 2007 in 03rd House
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01 Feb 2007 05:06 pm 19Ò›15'  © Enters Rx Zone
24 May 2007 02:02 pm 22Ò›02'Ñ © Stationary Retrograde
31 Oct 2007 08:55 am 19Ò›15'  © Stationary Direct
19 Feb 2008 02:59 am 22Ò›02'  ©Leaves Rx Zone
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde  15 Jun 2007 in 07th House
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30 May 2007 07:42 pm 02Ò”28'  £ Enters Rx Zone
15 Jun 2007 03:34 pm 11Ò”36'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 07th House
Sometimes assumptions about those most close to you can turn out to be misperceived, 
and the next three weeks gives you a chance to take a second look. You can nip problems 
in the bud and smooth potentially ruffled feathers, including your own, where things have 
been taken for granted and are slowing down progress. Mending ties to others can make 
for stronger relationships if you are ready to address small problems and so prevent them 
from growing. In the same way, good fences make good neighbors, and keeping your own 
integrity may be part of it, so don't do others' jobs, but let equality have play.

09 Jul 2007 06:10 pm 02Ò”28'  £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 07th House
As you turn the corner toward clarity after a few weeks of unasked-for change, you realize 
that no one was to blame. What seemed like mistakes were simply different roads to the 
same destination and it's clear that keeping your eye on the ball and not on the pitcher is 
the only way to go. Resolving differences is the surest way to a strong partnership, 
especially when driven by a common goal. You can look forward to a backward look that 
may give you a boost in the coming month or so, so keep those eyes in the back of your 
head wide open. Tomorrow's prize lies in the hand of another, so be ready to shake it.

24 Jul 2007 04:26 am 11Ò”36'  £Leaves Rx Zone

Uranus Stationary Retrograde  23 Jun 2007 in 03rd House
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06 Mar 2007 10:32 pm 14Òœ46'  ¨ Enters Rx Zone
23 Jun 2007 04:29 am 18Òœ42'Ñ ¨ Stationary Retrograde
24 Nov 2007 01:13 am 14Òœ46'  ¨ Stationary Direct
09 Mar 2008 09:07 am 18Òœ42'  ¨Leaves Rx Zone
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Venus Stationary Retrograde  27 Jul 2007 in 09th House
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23 Jun 2007 04:42 pm 16Ò•35'  ¤ Enters Rx Zone
27 Jul 2007 09:26 am 02Ò–57'Ñ ¤ Stationary Retrograde

Venus Stationary Retrograde in 09th House
Big plans and ideal notions may seem to satisfy less during this period, or may seem less 
affordable. Satisfying a large appetite can tire you more than trimming back and tasting 
only what truly satisfies. You may find that what you really want and believe in is getting 
dragged down by what you used to care about but which no longer carries its weight. If 
you want it, go for it, but if not, let it go without regret. Enthusiasm requires focus, and this 
is a good time to regain yours. When you think you're being denied, it may be that you're 
actually sated. Time to tune up those taste buds in every sense of the phrase.

08 Sep 2007 08:19 am 16Ò•35'  ¤ Stationary Direct
Venus Stationary Direct in 08th House
Ask and you shall receive, but you've got to know what to ask for and who to ask, both of 
which may have been the subject of some confusion of late. After feeling around for the 
answers, resolution now becomes more accessible and the resources available for you to 
draw upon become a bit more clear. The key may be to focus on one thing at a time and 
not to scatter your shots and waste your powder. Pick a target and go after it until it yields 
up what you want. Besiege the objects of your desire until they surrender to your resolve. 
A broadening of your vision will result from drawing intensely on your surroundings.

11 Oct 2007 02:47 pm 02Ò–57'  ¤Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde  11 Oct 2007 in 11th House
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21 Sep 2007 02:35 pm 23Ò—22'  £ Enters Rx Zone
11 Oct 2007 07:54 pm 09Ò˜05'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 11th House
Sometimes when you choose to lean on friends, you find they're leaning on you already, 
and then everybody gets confused. The next three weeks give you the chance to discover 
and address this kind of situation so that good feelings remain all around and everyone is 
back on a mutual course. One reason this can happen to begin with is that you may have 
been paying too much attention to your own goals and aspirations and lost track of your 
personal support grouping. A little healthy self-introspection may help your own ambitions 
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find better focus and general support where you can most rely on it.
01 Nov 2007 02:52 pm 23Ò—22'  £ Stationary Direct

Mercury Stationary Direct in 10th House
The best-laid plans for self-promotion may have been getting tangled during the last three 
weeks, but the wind is changing and you'll begin to find it easier to chart your course, 
especially career wise. Correcting misconceptions about yourself is an important task to 
undertake, as you can't benefit if others don't really know where you're at. That especially 
applies where you are trying to nurture valuable connections that will buoy you up in 
weeks to come. When you make things perfectly clear, that's just what they become, and 
clearing up confusion clears the skies in general.

17 Nov 2007 03:33 pm 09Ò˜05'  £Leaves Rx Zone

Mars Stationary Retrograde  15 Nov 2007 in 07th House
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16 Sep 2007 01:16 pm 24Ò“05'  ¥ Enters Rx Zone
15 Nov 2007 00:25 am 12Ò”27'Ñ ¥ Stationary Retrograde

Mars Stationary Retrograde in 07th House
Partnership struggles and confrontations can come as a result of frustration and working at 
cross-purposes during this period. It's important to remember that you're not the only one 
trying hard. Give all the respect possible to what your partner puts in, even if it seems to 
fail, and hope that you get the same generous treatment. In this time it's trying, not 
necessarily succeeding, that counts -- and going back to the drawing board together can 
be equally as bonding as getting it right on the first try. It's not just what you accomplish, 
it's what you help each other work through, that cements the bonds of the heart.

30 Jan 2008 02:18 pm 24Ò“05'  ¥ Stationary Direct
Mars Stationary Direct in 07th House
Allowing your partner(s) to take the helm may not have worked out so well recently, but be 
of good cheer, as the future looks brighter ahead. Your patience with others will begin to 
pay off as they get in tune with your efforts and you can genuinely share the mutual effort. 
This may require some decision-making and putting more of your eggs into a single basket 
to make a commitment strong enough to pay off. Focus on the few, not the many, but keep 
a watch eye out for those who will be of future value and keep their numbers in your back 
pocket for a rainy day.

04 Apr 2008 11:58 am 12Ò”27'  ¥Leaves Rx Zone
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Saturn Stationary Retrograde  19 Dec 2007 in 09th House
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15 Sep 2007 06:33 pm 01Ò–41'  § Enters Rx Zone
19 Dec 2007 04:52 am 08Ò–34'Ñ § Stationary Retrograde
02 May 2008 04:42 pm 01Ò–41'  § Stationary Direct
07 Aug 2008 04:58 pm 08Ò–34'  §Leaves Rx Zone


